
FROM THE COMMITTEE

New Everything
An update from the Australia
Section committee and what
they’re up to.

  Hi Australia Section, 

Hasn’t it been a blast? With a bunch of new committee members, new
monthly climbing meets across the Eastern Seaboard, a recently-
completed speaking tour from Andrew Lock, renewed club registration,
activity management processes and a new climbing season nearly over we
thought it was time for a new newsletter!

With so much change we’ll look at a few di�erent options for the
newsletter and have to apologise in advance for some inconsistency in the
�rst few issues as we try to �nd the best way to reach the majority of
members - On the bright side you’re reading this in its formative stages
and we’d love to hear your thoughts and ideas. Contact
australia.online@alpineclub.org.nz with any feedback.

Did you know you receive 30% o� RRP of all Macpac products at Macpac
stores throughout Australia and New Zealand? 5% of your purchase price
also goes toward NZAC in store credit!

Introducing the Australia Section committee
Lucas Foxton - Victoria - Chair
Matt Nielsen - Melbourne - Vice chair
Joshua Holloway - Melbourne - Treasurer
Brent McNiel - Hunter - Secretary
Mike Pryjma - Hunter - Activity Coordinator
Chris Bennetts-Cash - Sydney - Online Communications Coordinator
Suzanne Arulogun - Brisbane - Committee member
Jason Thompson - Brisbane - Committee member

Contacting the committee
Hopefully by now you know about the Section’s Facebook group, which is
increasingly used to communicate, organise trips and �nd climbing
partners. If not, you can �nd it
at https://www.facebook.com/groups/nzac.australia/ 

You can also contact members of the committee via email using the

   

   

   



You can also contact members of the committee via email using the
following addresses:
australia.chair@alpineclub.org.nz - Chair of the committee (Lucas Foxton)
australia.vice-chair@alpineclub.org.nz - Vice-chair (Matt Nielsen)
australia.secretary@alpineclub.org.nz - Secretary (Brent McNiel)
australia.treasurer@alpineclub.org.nz - Treasurer (Josh Holloway)
australia.online@alpineclub.org.nz - Online coordinator (Chris B-C)
australia.events@alpineclub.org.nz - Activity Coordinatior (Mike Pryjma)
australia.committee@alpineclub.org.nz - All committee members

One of the highlights of the past few months has been having Andrew Lock
join members in Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane for a
presentation sharing his experiences on 8000m climbing and giving his
advice on transitioning from NZ climbing to high-altitude mountaineering.
A fantastic presentation enjoyed by all. Attendees had the opportunity to
purchase Andrew’s book “summit 8000”, a thrilling account of his ascents
on all 14 of the 8000m peaks in the world. This can be purchased at:
http://andrew-lock.com/summit-8000-the-book/

EVENTS CALENDAR

Recent and Upcoming Events
To advertise your own trip
jump on the Facebook group or
contact the committee at
australia.online@alpineclub.or
g.nz

What’s the di�erence between
a ‘private trip’ and ‘NZAC trip’?
NZAC activities have been
planned using formal NZAC
approved documentation
that meet high standards of
'due diligence' and safety
considerations. These
activities are formally vetted
& endorsed by Australia
Section, NZAC & posted as an
o�cial NZAC activity.
Individuals bear all risks
associated with participating
in the activity.

Private activities are
organised & advertised by
individual NZAC members.

  Recent Events

Tuesday 1/3 - Australia Section committee meeting (Phone)
Tuesday 15/3 - Indoor climbing nights Sydney (St. Peters 6pm) and
Brisbane (Urban Climb West End 6.30pm)
Contact: Suzanne Arulogun (Brisbane - suzanne.ar@gmail.com),
Chris Bennetts-Cash (Sydney - chris@bennettscash.id.au)
Tuesday 22/3 - Indoor climbing Newcastle - 6pm
Contact: Brent McNiel - australia.secretary@alpineclub.org.nz 
19 - 20 March - Blue Mountains multipitch climbing (Private trip)
Contact: Chris Bennetts-Cash - chris@bennettscash.id.au 
25 - 27 March - Sebastopol Easter Rock Meet (Unwin Lodge)
Contact: Unwin Lodge (Aoraki NP)

Upcoming events

8 - 10 April - Main Range hiking (NZAC Trip)
Contact: Mike Pryjma - australia.events@alpineclub.org.nz 
Tuesday April 19 - Indoor climbing night Newcastle (Pulse) &
Melbourne (Hardrock) - 6pm
Contact:
Lucas Foxton (Melbourne - australia.chair@alpineclub.org.nz),
Brent McNiel (Newcastle - australia.secretary@alpineclub.org.nz )
Wednesday April 20 - Indoor climbing Brisbane (Urban Climb West
End, 6.30pm) and Sydney (St. Peters, 6pm)

Contact: Suzanne Arulogun (Brisbane - suzanne.ar@gmail.com),

   

   

   

   



There is no requirement for
formal documentation for
consideration of risk or
planning integrity and plans
have not been submitted to
the Section for endorsement.
Individuals bear all risks
associated with participating
in the activity.

Contact: Suzanne Arulogun (Brisbane - suzanne.ar@gmail.com),
Chris Bennetts-Cash (Sydney - chris@bennettscash.id.au)
23 - 25 April - Main Range (Qld) Traverse (NZAC Trip)
Location: Spicers Peak to Teviot Gap, Main Range NP (approx 110km
SW of Brisbane)
Max participants: 5
Transport: Carpooling from Brisbane, car shu�e and start and end
Description: Di�cult, remote hiking with several unmarked/o�-track
sections. Crossing over 14 peaks over 1000m. Multiday hiking
experience and own personal gear required.
Contact: Suzanne Arulogun - suzanne.ar@gmail.com - 04 5095 6423
RSVP: By April 16
Tuesday May 17 - Indoor climbing Newcastle Pulse) & Melbourne
(Hardrock) - 6pm
Contact: 
Brent McNiel (Newcastle - australia.secretary@alpineclub.org.nz )
Lucas Foxton (Melbourne - australia.chair@alpineclub.org.nz )
Wednesday May 18 - Indoor climbing Brisbane (Loc TBA, 6.30pm)
Contact: Suzanne Arulogun - suzanne.ar@gmail.com 
Thursday May 19 - Indoor climbing Sydney (St. Peters, 6pm)
Contact: Chris Bennetts-Cash - chris@bennettscash.id.au 
Saturday June 4 - Australia Section AGM (Sydney, Loc TBC)
Contact: Lucas Foxton - australia.chair@alpineclub.org.nz 
Wednesday June 16 - Indoor climbing Newcastle (Pulse) & Sydney
(St. Peters)
Contact:
Brent McNiel (Newcastle - australia.secretary@alpineclub.org.nz )
Chris Bennetts-Cash (Sydney - chris@bennettscash.id.au )
Tuesday June 21 - Indoor climbing Brisbane (Loc. TBC, 6.30pm) &
Melbourne (Hardrock, 6.00pm)
Contact: Suzanne Arulogun (Brisbane - suzanne.ar@gmail.com )
Lucas Foxton (Melbourne - australia.chair@alpineclub.org.nz )
22 October - 19 November - Ama Dablam Expedition (Private Trip)
Max participants: 6
Description: SW ridge of Ama Dablam. Mixed snow/ice/rock.
Experience on these terrains required of all team members. Max.
altitude 6856m. Base camp support provided. Climbing above base
camp will be independent.
Training: Opportunities for short training/preparatory trips for the
team to work together before the expedition.
Contact: Suzanne Arulogun - suzanne.ar@gmail.com - 04 5095 6423
RSVP: By 25 April

   

   



SAFETY FIRST!

Getting High - Altitude Illness 101
Dr. Dan Trevena BSc MBBS

MPH DiMM gives us the

lowdown on altitude-related

illnesses and how we can

minimise our chances of falling

victim

  Want a quick, easy way to sink your expedition? Ascend to altitude, ignore
the signs of illness, carry on upwards, and get evacuated by chopper - Easy!

Most of us would read this and think “not me”, but you’d be surprised how
often it occurs; On a recent trip to Manaslu I was blown away by the
number of premature exits due to altitude problems. Almost all were
preventable! Couple a lack of awareness with an inability to treat, and
things can go downhill quickly (literally). So in this article, I’ll give a basic
outline of the problem, how you can prevent it, treat it, and most
importantly avoid an early trip home.

Altitude and acclimatisation
The underlying problem for the body at altitude is a lack of oxygen, due to
the drop in atmospheric pressure. For example, on top of Aoraki there is
about 65% of the O2 available at sea level and on the summit of Everest
roughly a third. Since oxygen is essential for life, we respond at altitude by
breathing deeper and faster. The problem is though, while this does get
more oxygen in, it also forces out too much carbon dioxide, which turns
the blood alkaline (respiratory alkalosis). So in trying to solve the oxygen
problem we have created a new one in the form of acid-base imbalance -
the body is caught between a rock and a hard place and the alkalosis
e�ectively puts the brakes on ventilation.

The solution: get rid of the alkaline by peeing it out. Acclimatisation occurs
as the kidneys push bicarbonate (alkaline) out of the blood and into the
urine, taking the “brakes” o� ventilation, allowing us to breathe deeper and
faster and take in more oxygen. This takes a day or two, and is also one
reason you pee a lot at altitude. So contrary to popular belief,
acclimatisation is not just about making red blood cells - This does occur,
but it takes days to weeks, and contributes only a small part initially.

Acute mountain sickness (AMS)

AMS is common, reported in up to 40% of people at 3000m, and 50% at

   

   

   

   



AMS is common, reported in up to 40% of people at 3000m, and 50% at
4000m. The exact mechanism remains unknown, but can be diagnosed by
the combination of headache at altitude, plus at least one of: nausea,
fatigue, dizziness, poor sleep, pool appetite. In reality though, it should be
suspected in anyone feeling unwell after ascent, and bear in mind there is
usually a delay of a few hours until symptoms start.

To prevent AMS, the recommendation is that above 2500m the sleeping
altitude should be <500m higher than the previous day, with a rest day
every 3-4 days. This is pretty conservative for most climbers, but I think the
most important thing to realise is that beyond this rate the risk of AMS will
be increased so we need to be aware of the signs. Pharmacological
prevention remains controversial among climbers, but leaving “climbing
ethics” aside the best evidence is for acetazolamide (Diamox) at a dose of
125mg twice per day. Essentially it accelerates the process that occurs in
the kidneys naturally, and speeds up the excretion of bicarbonate - so it
actually works on the underlying mechanism, it does NOT simply mask the
symptoms.

If, despite your best e�orts, you develop AMS, there are several options for
treatment. For mild-moderate AMS, rest at the same altitude until
symptoms have resolved, remain hydrated, treat headache with
paracetamol or ibuprofen, and sleep with head slightly elevated. If this fails
to improve descend to the altitude at which you were well, or treat with
acetazolamide 250mg twice per day. For severe AMS, treat with
acetozolamide immediately, descend as soon as possible, and do not re-
ascend!

  High altitude cerebral oedema (HACE)
HACE is a rare but life-threatening condition caused by �uid on the brain. It
occurs in 2-3% of people at 5000m. It is thought to be a progression of
AMS, and people who get it have usually had symptoms in the lead up,
which is arguably the strongest reason for being aware of AMS! However,
the key di�erence wikth HACE is neurological impairment - signs such as
confusion or loss of balance (ataxia). Heel-to-toe walking is a very simple
test for ataxia in unclear situations e.g. if people want to mask their
symptoms.

If you suspect HACE, treat as a medical emergency and plan for evacuation.
Treatment is descent, descent, descent, oxygen, and dexamethasone at a
dose of 8mg by mouth or injection followed by 4mg four times per day.
Injection should be given into the muscle of the shoulder or quadriceps.

High altitude pulmonary oedema (HAPE)
HAPE is another rare yet fatal disease at altitude caused by �uid on the
lungs. Untreated it has a death rate of over 50%, and risks are increased in
males, with physical exertion, rapid ascent, and recent chest infection. The
classic description involves coughing up pink or bloody sputum but this is a
pretty late sign - by this point they’re in real trouble. Earlier warning signs
to look out for are reduced exercise tolerance, developing to shortness of
breath at rest.

 

   

 



Saturation probes give information about oxygen levels in the blood, but
it’s easy to get �xated on the number. Bear in mind that O2 saturations will
always be lower at altitude, even in well-acclimatised climbers, and that
probes become less accurate at low readings and in low temperatures - so
take it with a grain of salt. I use them to watch trends over time (falling
numbers indicate deterioration) but don’t lose sight of the bigger picture
based on one number.

Descent, as with all altitude illness, is the best treatment and even a few
hundred metres can make a di�erence. If oxygen is available, give it. Also,
sitting upright is a quick and easy way to help the lungs by using gravity to
keep them in�ated. Drugs such as nifedipine 20mg three times a day or
even sildena�l (Viagra!) 50mg three times a day lower the blood pressure in
the vessels of the lungs and reduce the oedema.

TECH TIP

Retreating from a rubbish anchor
In this month’s tech tip Chris
Bennetts-Cash covers the safest
way to retreat from a climb
when you’re dubious about
your anchor (and don’t want to
leave a better one behind).
Chris is a recreational climber
and instructs vertical and
alpine search and rescue.

  We’ve all been there before. Either retreating from a climb or as part of a
standard descent, faced with a decision on whether to trust a marginal
rock, or how much gear to leave behind. How do we appropriately manage
risk in these situations? This needs to be a decision owned by the party, but
here are some tips to build into your repertoire.

Test your anchor on most of your party, with a backup
If you intend to retreat from a questionable block, or a single nut, build
your anchor to load that nut and use additional anchors as backup. Your
backup anchors should be bomber, but should not be under load unless
your marginal anchor moves. We’re talking inches of movement here, not
metres.

If a bomber anchor isn’t possible, use a body belay
A waist belay, or a classic abseil stance (try a Google search for ‘classic
abseil’ for examples of this), can be a useful backup in the absence of a
bomber anchor. Again, make sure that the questionable anchor is taking
the entire load - The last person, after all, is going to have to trust it with
their body weight.

Abseil, don’t be lowered
Having a second climber lower you (sport climbing style), rather than
lowering yourself, will roughly double the amount of force on the anchor.
Lower yourself whenever the anchor is questionable - This is a useful tidbit
to remember when retreating from trad climbs.

Slow and steady

   

   

   

   



Slow and steady
All changes in speed will result in a change in force at the anchor. Slowing
down increases the force on the anchor. Aim for a steady, maintainable
pace as you descend. On many alpine routes a substantial amount of your
body weight can also be taken on your feet - But again be mindful to
minimise signi�cant changes in load on the anchor.

Consider a bomber anchor
If the anchor is too questionable, and scope exists to build a bomber
anchor, remember that you’re making a decision between perhaps $70 of
gear and your life. Sometimes leaving that cam behind is the smartest
decision you can make.

TRIP REPORT

Day Trips in the South Island
Chris BC with some ideas
for quick trips to use up
extra days at the beginning
or end of your next trip

  During my last trip we had astonishingly good weather and got o� the
mountain nearly a whole week ahead of schedule. So for a quick trip report
I thought I’d mention some of the short, low-stress things we did to end
our trip.

Mueller Hut
With impending weather we walked up to Mueller Hut as a morning trip.
Climbing in the area is also worth considering, but it's a destination worthy
of ticking o� the bucket list either way. We had a perfect morning for it so I
donned what were to become my trusty mountain sandals and o� we went
up 423, 509 steps (or thereabouts).

  Climbing at Sebastapol
After walking to Mueller Hut we spent an afternoon climbing the routes at
Unwin Crag, a few hundred metres from Unwin Lodge. They’re fun climbs
in a great position, and before long we’re joined by two other people
staying at Unwin Lodge and start chatting (if you’re reading this: Hi Rachel
and Scott!). 

   

   

   

   

   



The following morning we sneak in a quick climb at Sebastapol Blu�
“before the weather comes in” and I bail on my �rst climb ever, a slabby,
run-out 17 in what has quickly become fairly heavy rain. I’ll never get that
biner back… The climbing at Sebastapol is great though, highlights for me
being the fully-bolted relaxed multipitch climbs around the classic Red
Arete (14), technical slabbing at Poo Pond Crags (14-19) and King�sher
Slabs. We retreated from the APPROACH to grey wall (and rapped o� trees
to get out)!

Wineries at Cromwell
What more is there to say? Hire a car, drink some pinot noir, enjoy the
amazing scenery and kick back for a well-earned rest. You probably
deserve it.

The Matukituki Valley
Last Summer’s walk out of Aspiring through the Matukituki Valley was awe-
inspiring and Wendy is excited to see it. With a couple of days of OK
weather we plan to walk into Aspiring Hut and be out two days later.

As we set out from Raspberry Creek carpark (the start of the walk) we
bump into Rachel and Scott, who are returning from exactly what we’d
planned (not such a surprise - we’d recommended it to them before leaving
Unwin Lodge).

  The walk is a brilliant mix of grasslands, rainforest and alpine views, and on
arriving at Aspiring Hut Donald - the warden - tells us about a new track
opened in the past week that replaces the old Upper Matukituki Valley
Track to the top of the valley and the Bonar Glacier. With unending rain at
higher altitudes that seems an excellent way to spend a day and we
become some of the �rst people to walk the new Upper Matukituki Valley
Track.

  Gorge Road Crag
A few years ago I’d talked about climbing at Gorge Rd and had been talked
out of it, but it seems like a good way to get a morning climb in
Queenstown. The carpark is about 2 minutes from the crag and the
climbing is excellent, with a tendency toward steep but juggy schist. The
following day we head to Coronet Crag and leave after three disappointing
climbs - Endless slopers with nary a jug in sight!

   

   

   



GEAR HEAD

A bi-monthly gear review
Found a great bit of kit? Send
your reviews to
australia.online@alpineclub.or
g.nz 

  No gear reviews this month!

Send us yours for next time.

NEXT ISSUE

Your submissions (and feedback)!
  This is the �rst Australia Section newsletter in some time, and the �rst for

the current committee. How was it? The next issue will be out in two

months and we’d love your feedback on the format, presentation and

content to shape where we go with it. Please contact

australia.online@alpineclub.org.nz with any comments or requests.

We also need your submissions to make the newsletter possible!

Send through trip reports, gear reviews, safety tips, technical tips, or

anything that you think your fellow Alpine Club members might want to

know.

We have a couple of things lined up for next issue, with a little more

content focused on NZ and ‘breaking into’ mountaineering. We’ll also have

held a trip to the Snowy Mountains and will no doubt have photos of our

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   



held a trip to the Snowy Mountains and will no doubt have photos of our
own majestic high country to �ll the pages of next issue.

’Til next time!

   

   


